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Self-regulation for the promotion of student health. Traffic lights: the development of a tailored web-based instrument providing immediate personalized feedback
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Background and objective: University students report more health complaints and a poorer quality of life than their working peers. The majority of these students do not seek contact with health professionals. Health problems result not only from risk behaviors (e.g. drugs use) but also from various stress-related factors, necessitating the investigation of several factors of students’ lives. The Internet provides a suitable environment for developing an accessible screening and self-regulation instrument for student health promotion. Design and methods: A web questionnaire was created that included reliable measurement scales (e.g. health, health (risk) behavior, quality of life, satisfaction with study), calculation modules with cut-off points and personalized feedback. The instrument included traffic lights, personal scores for comparison with peer scores, advice and referral. The validity, reliability, feasibility and effectiveness of the instrument were demonstrated using three studies (n = 334; n = 267; n = 4009). Results: The hypothesized research model, including the direct and indirect effects of the self-regulation of health via quality of life and health (risk) behaviors was an appropriate fit to the data (Structural Equation Modeling), explaining a substantial amount of variance (67%) and thus demonstrating predictive validity. Students reported intentions to change their behavior, actual behavioral changes and quality of life improvements up to a year after initially participating in a study. Conclusions: This instrument: (1) detects health complaints at an individual level and group level (e.g. study program); (2) encourages students to change their health (risk) behavior via personalized feedback; (3) provides students with a fairly complete and elaborate overview of their health-related quality of life and (4) is the first instrument providing a very high level of tailoring. Self-regulation (both self-assessment and personalized feedback) can fulfill an important role in addressing health problems and risks at an early stage and without the immediate need for professional intervention.
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1. Introduction

University students report more physical and mental health complaints, lower health status and a poorer quality of life than their working peers (Boot, Donders, Vonk, & Meijman, 2009; Nauta, Meijman, & Meijman, 1996; Schmidt & Simons, 2013; Stewart-Brown et al., 2000; Vaez, 2015)
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Kristenson, & Laflamme, 2004). Frequent complaints include shoulder, neck and back problems, fatigue, migraine, depression and stress (Nauta et al., 1996; Schmidt & Simons, 2013). To date, research results have indicated that these health complaints correlate with students’ problem perceptions of their study situation, health behavior and student life (Boot, Meijman, & Vonk, 2010; Nauta et al., 1996). In addition, we know from earlier studies that the majority of these students have no contact with health professionals, risking an unnecessary deterioration of their health. (Boot, Vonk, & Meijman, 2007; Eisenberg, Golberstein, & Gollust, 2007; Raviv, Sills, Raviv, & Wilansky, 2000; Timlin-Scalera, Ponterotto, Blumberg, & Jackson, 2003; Verouden, Vonk, & Meijman, 2010).

Students with health problems are more likely to underachieve academically and experience study delay. These students risk becoming trapped in a vicious cycle between health complaints and poorer academic performance with attrition as a possible outcome (Boot et al., 2007, 2009; El Ansari & Stock, 2010; Nauta et al., 1996). Universities in the Netherlands have introduced measures to require students to leave if they fall too far behind in their studies. Needless to say, it is not easy getting accepted again by another good university. In addition to preventing unnecessary student suffering, health funds can be spared if problems are detected at an early stage and targeted help is offered in a timely manner. The number of students enrolled in higher education has been steadily increasing in the Netherlands, with the proportion in higher education doubling from roughly 20% of the population in the 18–25-years-old age group in the 1980s, to 40% in 2010 (Ministerie van Onderwijs, Cultuur, & Wetenschap, n.d.).

National and international studies report increased and persistent student stress levels and/or elevated levels of medication use (De Hoog, & Schilp, 2012; Kitzrow, 2003; Schmidt & Simons, 2013; Schwartz, 2006), as well as increased alcohol and drug use (CASA, 2007; Karam, Kypri, & Salamoun, 2007). The significant stress factors that have been identified are: increased levels of study-related stress, students’ financial situations, family problems, the problems ensuing from combining study and work, and those related to making the transition from home to university (Calvete & Connor-Smith, 2006; Cassidy, 2004; De Hoog, & Schilp, 2012; Hall, Chipperfield, Perry, Ruthig, & Goetz, 2006; Hurst, Baranik, & Daniel, 2013; Jessop, Herberts, & Solomon, 2005; Orr, Gwosc, & Netz, 2011; Robotham, 2008; Robotham & Julian, 2006; Schmidt & Simons, 2013).

Stress may also be the result of ‘abrupt changes in many aspects of students’ lives in a relatively short period of time’ (Verouden et al., 2010, p. 310). Additionally, in the Netherlands, students experience a lot of pressure to perform at all levels (i.e. study, socially, career) (Philipsen, 2014; Recourt, 2012; Schmidt & Simons, 2013), prioritizing therefore becomes an absolute necessity. Similarly, the research conducted among American freshmen reports rising levels of the drive to achieve and put on a ‘perfect face’ (possibly made worse by the influence of social media) combined with decreasing levels of emotional well-being (Lewin, 2011).

1.1. Self-regulation in different areas of student life

Self-regulation is a process which is employed by individuals to attain certain (life) goals, despite experiencing different life events, adversity and stressors; it includes controlling cognitive, emotional and behavioral processes (John & Gross, 2004; Leventhal, Leventhal, & Contrada, 1998; Maes & Karoly, 2005; Schunk, 2001; Zimmerman, 2000). To achieve the final goal, both collectivistic and individualistic (coping) strategies can be deployed, such as seeking help, engaging in positive and constructive problem-solving, and avoiding escapism (such as alcohol and drug (ab)use). Self-regulation can be practiced in various areas of life, such as health, study, work and relationships, following the three basic human needs of autonomy, relatedness and competence (Deci & Ryan, 2000). The clearer a vision of life and health goals a person has, the more he or she will deploy strategies to achieve them (e.g. monitoring goal progress, help-
seeking, adopting a healthy lifestyle, etc.) (Visser & Hirsch, 2014). Earlier studies reported on the association of personal goal regulation with well-being (Salmelo-Aro, 2010) and on the relationship between quality of life and health in student populations (Vaez et al., 2004; Vaez, Voss, & LaFlamme, 2010). Our hypothesis is that self-regulation in students has a positive effect on health, by using problem-solving behavior, coping strategies (including avoiding health (risk) behavior) and improving quality of life (Figure 1).

Leventhal et al. (1998)'s perceptual-cognitive model of self-regulation describes the behavior or coping methods (to manage health threats) which result from appraisal at both a personal level (illness representations, representations of health threats and representations of coping resources) and a contextual level (social information and social comparison). Usually, health is not a primary goal for students, but it is still important because other goals (studying, working, having fun, etc.) are difficult to achieve when one is suffering health complaints. Different aspects of illness representations (i.e. illness identity, perceived controllability) have shown to be related to coping strategies, perceived well-being and vitality, among other factors (Hagger & Orbell, 2003). Furthermore, coping behavior can be influenced by emotions, such as fear, resulting from certain appraisals (Leventhal et al., 1998; McAndrew et al., 2008).

Not seeking help can be explained to a certain extent by the ambiguity of the symptoms (e.g. fatigue, headache) which makes them easily attributable to stress (Cameron, Leventhal, & Leventhal, 1995). Stress is also perceived by students to be a constant and inevitable condition of student life (Verouden et al., 2010). Symptoms of illness can also be regarded as a threat to identity formation and goal setting, which blocks the help-seeking process (Farmer, Farrand, & O’Mahen, 2012; Verouden et al., 2010). When certain illness symptoms (e.g. depression) and help-seeking are stigmatized by peers, this may inhibit students from seeking treatment (Vidourek, King, Nabors, & Merianos, 2014) or confiding in friends/peers.

Interventions that are designed according to self-regulation theory can help students to prevent and manage illness threats (McAndrew et al., 2008; Nooijer de, Veling, Ton, Vries, & Vries, 2008). These include the self-monitoring of illness symptoms and health (risk) behavior, receiving feedback and tips on action planning and help-seeking. Achieving better results in terms of engagement and bringing about desired behavior change are to be expected with tailoring (Morrison, Moss-
Various success stories are presented regarding smoking, alcohol intake, healthy food consumption, physical activity and stress management (see Bewick, Trusler, Mulhern, Barkham, & Hill, 2008; Chiauzzi, Brevard, Thum, Decembrele, & Lord, 2008; Cohen, Kamarck, & Mermelstein, 1983; Escoffery, McCormick, & Bateman, 2004; Franko et al., 2008; Larimer & Cronce, 2007; Saitz et al., 2007), but these are all focused on a restricted area of health (risk) behavior, overlooking the bigger picture of a student’s life.

The goal of this research is to develop and validate a self-regulation web-based instrument for university students by conducting three independent studies: Study (I) validates the separate measurement scales that represent the concepts of our research model; Study II validates the hypothesized research model as a whole: that self-regulation has potential to positively influence health via enhancing problem-solving and coping strategies (including avoiding health (risk) behavior) and improving quality of life; Study III develops a valid and reliable tailored self-regulation web-based instrument which provides immediate personalized feedback and asks students to evaluate its effectiveness across a range of different areas.

2. Study I: Content validity

2.1. Procedure

After the systematic literature review of the self-regulation concepts that make a valuable contribution to the health and quality of life of students, we found various valid and reliable measurement scales to measure these variables (Table 1). The scales were selected based on their content validity, internal reliability and predictive validity. If necessary, we picked the most appropriate measures for the student context or adapted certain valid and reliable measurement scales to be an exact fit for the student environment. Short scales were preferred over long scales to promote the practicality of the instrument. Measurement scales of English origin were translated into Dutch and then translated back. If the measurement scales were not available, we developed new ones for our research purposes (Van der Heijde, Vonk, & Meijman, 2011). Items were generated for each scale which matched our conceptual framework and then judged by a team of health professionals. Although the profile of a student filling out the questionnaire is obviously only a snapshot in time, several questions were, nevertheless, about their behavior in the last month.

2.2. Participants

A questionnaire was given to the students of a Dutch university by a GP’s assistant whenever they visited the Student Health Service. The questionnaires were completed in the waiting room and ‘posted’ into a cardboard ‘post box’. The data were collected in March–April 2010 and the response rate was 70% (N = 334). Twenty-seven percent of the students were male and 73% female; their mean age was 23.92 years (SD = 2.58). Twelve percent were in their first year, 48% were bachelor students, 34% were master students, 6% were final year medical students and 1% PhD students. The majority of the students (97%) considered themselves to be Dutch. Fifty-five percent reported that they were in a steady relationship and 67% had some kind of job. Only one percent of the students lived with their parents or family, 45% with peers and 54% alone or with a partner.

2.3. Analysis and results

To establish the internal consistency reliability of each scale, a Cronbach’s alpha was calculated and a confirmatory factor analysis (orthogonal) was performed. Further details concerning each
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Used scale</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Example item</th>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Alpha Sample 1</th>
<th>Alpha Sample 2</th>
<th>Alpha Sample 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General health</td>
<td>SF-36 (subscale)</td>
<td>Aaronson et al. (1998)</td>
<td>My health is excellent.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality</td>
<td>SF-36 (subscale)</td>
<td>Aaronson et al. (1998)</td>
<td>How much of the time during the past 4 weeks … Did you have a lot or energy?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>K-6</td>
<td>Kessler et al. (2002)</td>
<td>During the last 30 days, about how often did … you feel hopeless?</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>EK10</td>
<td>Donker et al. (2010)</td>
<td>In the past month, have you felt worried, nervous, tense or anxious for the greater part of the time?</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>.61&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health (risk) behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>cds-5</td>
<td>Etter, LeHouezec, and Perneger (2003)</td>
<td>After a few hours without smoking, I feel an irresistible urge to smoke.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol (ab)use</td>
<td>AUDIT</td>
<td>Saunders, Aasland, Babor, de la Fuente and Grant (1993)</td>
<td>How often during the last year have you failed to do what was normally expected of you because of drinking?</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug (ab)use</td>
<td>DAST-10</td>
<td>Skinner (1982); Yudko, Lozhkina, and Fouts (2007)</td>
<td>Are you always able to stop using drugs when you want to?</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.55&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buying addiction</td>
<td>Buying addiction</td>
<td>Faber and O’Guinn (1992)</td>
<td>I bought something in order to make myself feel better.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> This study used a different sample size or methodological approach, affecting the reliability coefficient.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Used scale</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Example item</th>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Alpha Sample 1</th>
<th>Alpha Sample 2</th>
<th>Alpha Sample 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student health (risk) behavior (general)</td>
<td>Student health behavior</td>
<td>Van der Heijde et al. (2011)</td>
<td>I exercise sufficiently.</td>
<td>12/17&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.66&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student life quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction with study</td>
<td>Satisfaction with study</td>
<td>Van der Heijde et al. (2011)</td>
<td>My learning experiences at the university make me feel:</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of student life</td>
<td>Quality of student life</td>
<td>Van der Heijde, Vonk, and Meijman (2011)</td>
<td>My housing situation makes me feel:</td>
<td>10/11&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-regulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer pressure lifestyle self-efficacy</td>
<td>Peer pressure lifestyle self-efficacy</td>
<td>Van der Heijde et al. (2011)</td>
<td>I can withstand the pressure from peers to drink alcohol.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-solving strategies</td>
<td>Collective coping</td>
<td>Kuo, Roysircar, and Newby-Clark (2006)</td>
<td>I talk with and get help from one or both of my parents.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-solving strategies</td>
<td>Avoidance coping</td>
<td>Kuo et al. (2006)</td>
<td>I keep my emotions to myself and do not show them.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-solving strategies</td>
<td>Engagement coping</td>
<td>Kuo et al. (2006)</td>
<td>I think about the situation carefully and think of options before I decide what to do.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation and goals (study)</td>
<td>M&amp;G study</td>
<td>Van der Heijde et al. (2011)</td>
<td>I know exactly what I want to achieve.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(social)</td>
<td>M&amp;G social</td>
<td>Van der Heijde et al. (2011)</td>
<td>My goals are realistic.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(financial/material)</td>
<td>M&amp;G financial/material</td>
<td>Van der Heijde et al. (2011)</td>
<td>I keep postponing working on my goals.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(work and career)</td>
<td>M&amp;G work and career</td>
<td>Van der Heijde et al. (2011)</td>
<td>I am confident that I can achieve this.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(health)</td>
<td>M&amp;G health</td>
<td>Van der Heijde et al. (2011)</td>
<td>I invested a lot (time, efforts) to achieve my goals.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Yes/no answers in Sample 1 was later changed to a 5-point Likert scale.

<sup>b</sup>There was a change in the number of items due to new insights (stemming from statistical analyses and qualitative information from students).

<sup>c</sup>Alteration from a 4-point to a 5-point Likert scale.
analysis (SPSS 20.0, IBM) are provided, per theme and measurement scale, in Table 1. The questionnaire was improved after statistical analyses and feedback from the first group of participants in Study I (rating scales, answering categories, missing themes, etc.).

The measurement scales included in the instrument covered the topics related to physical and mental health, health (risk) behavior, quality of student life (including satisfaction with study), and self-regulation (e.g. motivation and goals, problem-solving). Table 1 provides an overview of the measurement scales, their psychometric qualities and sample items. The majority of variables demonstrated acceptable reliabilities, with Cronbach’s alpha coefficients of .70 or higher. For the CFA we noted that the loading of an item defining a certain factor was around .40 or larger and then used this as a guideline. The amount of explained variance of the majority of the measurement scales was around 40% or higher. Results led to the elimination or reformulation of poorly loading items and some changes in answering format (for further details, see Table 1).

3. Study II: Predictive validity
3.1. Procedure
We proceeded to investigate our hypothesis that self-regulation in students has a positive effect on health through problem-solving behavior (including avoiding health (risk) behavior) and improving quality of life. We collected data from a second group of participants to test the research model (to demonstrate both content and predictive validity) with the aforementioned valid and reliable health outcome variables (see Table 1 and Figure 1).

3.2. Participants
The second group of participants comprised 267 undergraduate psychology students from a Dutch university. The data were collected in October 2010. All the students received a course credit from the Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences, Department of Psychology for taking a battery of digital tests during the test week. Students were debriefed on the specific research purposes and research questions used in the study. Confidentiality and anonymity were guaranteed and participants also had the opportunity to withdraw up to three weeks after the test week; no one withdrew. The student sample included 69 men (26%) and 198 women (74%). Their mean age was 20.61 years (SD = 5.21) and the group consisted largely of freshmen (92%). The majority of the students (247: 93%) had Dutch as their mother tongue, 42% reported that they were in a steady relationship, 36% had some form of employment, over half of the students (53%) reported that they lived with their parents or family, 21% with peers, 20% alone and 5% with a partner.

3.3. Analysis and results
We analyzed the self-regulation for the promotion of student health model with structural equation modeling (SEM) techniques, using the AMOS 18 software package (Arbuckle, 2003). We analyzed the covariance matrix using the maximum likelihood method of estimation. Besides the chi-square statistic, the analysis assessed the incremental fit index (IFI), the Tucker–Lewis index (TLI), the comparative fit index (CFI) and the root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA). Specifically, each control variable was included in our model as a manifest variable and allowed to correlate with all model variables. We tested whether quality of life and health (risk) behaviors were mediators in the relationship between self-regulation and health and compared a model with both direct and indirect paths (partial mediation) to a model with only indirect paths (full mediation).
Age, gender and peer pressure lifestyle self-efficacy were used as control variables in the model. The means, standard deviations, internal consistencies (Cronbach’s alphas), and correlations between the study variables are displayed in Table 2. Model 1, including both direct and indirect effects had a reasonable fit to the data (Table 3). Results showed that motivation and goals were positively related to problem-solving ($\beta = .58, p < .001$; see also Figure 1) but not to quality of student life ($\beta = .05, p = .77$). Problem-solving, in turn, was a significant predictor of quality of student life ($\beta = .71, p < .01$) and of health (risk) behaviors ($\beta = .36, p < .05$). Furthermore, quality of student life was significantly related to health ($\beta = .58, p < .01$). Direct relationships between motivation and goals and health ($\beta = -.14, p = .20$) and between problem-solving and health ($\beta = -.03, p = .92$) were not significant. Similarly, health (risk) behaviors, in turn, were not significantly related to health ($\beta = .10, p = .24$). The proportion of variance in the variable health that was explained by the aforementioned variables in this model was 67%.

After evaluating the proposed model, a subsequent model (2) was fit, with non-significant paths trimmed, including the direct ones (Figure 1). Constraining these paths to zero did not result in a model which provided a much better fit to the data (Table 3). Furthermore it resulted in less explained variance in the dependent variable health ($R^2 = .60$), leading us to believe that all the direct paths together and the indirect effects also contributed. The amount of variance explained in the first model is also a test of the predictive validity of our chosen or developed measures. Combining all this led us to confirm our hypothesis that self-regulation in students has a positive effect on health, through problem-solving behavior (including avoiding health (risk) behavior) and improving quality of life.

4. Study III: Development of a web-based instrument and effectiveness evaluation

4.1. Procedure

We used NETQ software (NetQ, 2011) to build the self-regulation web-based instrument for promoting student health, including traffic lights, personalized feedback, relevant information and referral. At the same time a website, http://www.studenthealthcheck.nl/, that was connected to the instrument was developed in cooperation with a web builder and web designer; the website also included information about the project and its history.

The instrument consisted of a general section of questions that all the students had to complete and several other sections that were designed for specific subsets of students. Some questions were not applicable to all students, such as frequency of smoking, drinking or using drugs. The self-regulation section was an additional section that only students with at least two amber traffic lights or one red traffic light (indicative of problems) had to complete. The instrument also included an evaluation of effectiveness (based on an identification of the problems and an assessment of behavioral intentions at two points in time: immediately after filling in the questionnaire and three weeks after reading the feedback). A ‘dropout’ questionnaire, asking for reasons of non-completion, was also added to the instrument. We tested the Internet self-regulation instrument for promoting student health and assessed its feasibility (process evaluation) (Van der Heijde et al., 2011). A year later, students were contacted by email and asked to complete an effectiveness evaluation (examining behavioral changes and any quality of life improvement which they ascribed to filling in the questionnaire and reading the personalized feedback).

4.1.1. Feedback

The personalized feedback from the instrument includes traffic lights that serve as a warning (red, amber, green), some relevant information and referral options. We chose the traffic light system
Table 2. Means, standard deviations, reliability coefficients (Cronbach’s alphas on the diagonal), and correlations between the model variables (Sample 2; N = 267).

|                          | Mean | SD  | 1   | 2   | 3   | 4   | 5   | 6   | 7   | 8   | 9   | 10  | 11  | 12  | 13  | 14  | 15  | 16  | 17  | 18  |
|--------------------------|------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| Age                      | 20.6 | 5.21|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Peer pressure lifestyle self-efficacy | 8.9  | 1.18| .08 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Health                   |      |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| General health           | 71.1 | 21.16| -.04| .19 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Vitality                 | 58.8 | 18.62| .10 | .10 | .41 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Depression               | 11.6 | 4.34 | -.10| -.15| -.38| -.65|     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Anxiety                  | 5.6  | 2.47 | -.09| -.22| -.32| -.43| .67  |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Student health (risk) behavior | 3.1  | .60 | .05 | .20 | .27 | .42 | -.37 | -.23 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Health behavior (pos)    | 3.1  | .60 | .05 | .20 | .27 | .42 | -.37 | -.23 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Health risk behavior (neg)| 4.0  | .49 | .16 | .46 | .19 | .03 | -.09 | -.19 | .17 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Student life quality     |      |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Satisfaction with study  | 3.6  | .61 | -.01| .09 | .15 | .24 | -.31 | -.25 | .26 | .14 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Quality of student life  | 3.9  | .50 | -.08| .23 | .39 | .44 | -.58 | -.41 | .37 | .14 | .32 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Self-regulation          |      |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Collective coping        | 3.8  | .59 | .00 | -.04| .03 | .18 | -.10 | -.01 | .29 | .02 | .05 | .21 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Avoidance coping         | 3.9  | .70 | .06 | .26 | .10 | .09 | -.09 | -.01 | .16 | .23 | .07 | .16 | .04 |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Engagement coping        | 4.3  | .57 | .09 | .23 | .21 | .33 | -.39 | -.24 | .33 | .22 | .17 | .41 | .25 | .10 |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Motivation and goals study| 3.6  | .50 | .11 | .17 | .13 | .16 | -.18 | -.16 | .22 | .23 | .31 | .26 | .18 | -.01| .23 |     |     |     |     |     |
| Motivation and goals social| 3.7  | .62 | -.07| .13 | .13 | .11 | -.21 | -.09 | .25 | .08 | .07 | .39 | .20 | .10 | .24 | .32 |     |     |     |     |
| Motivation and goals financial/material | 3.4  | .68 | .10 | .17 | .13 | .09 | -.07 | -.03 | .06 | .09 | -.02 | .25 | .14 | -.04 | .24 | .38 | .37 |     |     |
| Motivation and goals work and career | 3.4  | .67 | .01 | .22 | .15 | .14 | -.15 | -.08 | .18 | .18 | .11 | .24 | .08 | .13 | .32 | .40 | .25 | .46 |     |
| Motivation and goals health | 3.4  | .70 | .15 | .15 | .18 | .25 | -.24 | -.13 | .44 | .15 | .12 | .29 | .29 | .17 | .29 | .33 | .35 |     |     |

Note: Correlations between 06 ≤ r ≤ .08 are significant at p < .05 while correlations r ≥ .09 are significant at p < .01.
because its meaning is clear, fast and unambiguous. It has also been found that combining high fear messages with messages facilitating the development of an action plan was most effective in changing health behavior attitudes (Diefenbach & Leventhal, 1996). A number of public health interventions (e.g. nutrition, obesity; e.g. Balcombe, Fraser, & Di Falco, 2010; Sacks, Veerman, Moodie, & Swinburn, 2011) have also confirmed this combination’s potential effectiveness. Every completed measurement scale in the instrument was followed by a text message, the respondent’s score, peers’ average scores (following the ‘social norms approach’, Berkowitz, 2004; Perkins, Meilman, Leichliter, Cashin, & Presley, 1999) and, where necessary, included referrals (e.g. to the student health service, student psychologist or particular web facilities).

We wrote several versions of the feedback for the students, correlated to specific answers and score ranges in the various sections of the instrument. If the student’s score was in the problematic range, the student received a message that the situation was undesirable and was given tips on how to change the situation. If the student’s score was in the unproblematic score range, the student received a text message stating that the situation was okay. All the texts were formulated in a neutral fashion. For referrals to certain websites, the HON code (http://www.hon.ch/) was taken into account, as there are no official rules or regulations in the Netherlands about the quality and reliability of health and medical information on the Internet (Van de Laar & Meijman, 2011) (Figure 2).

4.1.2. Determining the cut-off scores and traffic lights

Calculation of cut-off scores was needed to be able to provide the students with personalized feedback using the image of a green, amber or red traffic light. To determine the cut-off scores we chose the participants from our first study which took place in the waiting room of a student health facility. This sample had a wider range of students than the other, both in terms of enrolled study programs as well as various study phases. Despite the fact that these students were potential patients, many students visited the practice for contraceptives or vaccinations and not because they were ill. An exception was made for the measurement scales that were administered solely in Study II (Internet addiction, buying addiction) and scales that were transformed and improved in Study II.

Creating traffic light responses for every section (measurement scale) of the questionnaire meant that a large number of traffic lights were produced, so it was agreed that the personalized feedback should be centered on the following themes: health, health (risk) behavior, satisfaction with study, quality of student life and self-regulation (Table 4). If the result of one measurement scale, relating to a certain theme, was in the 15% most extreme and disadvantageous score range, an amber traffic light response was generated; if two or more measurement scales produced results in the 15% most extreme and disadvantageous score range, then a red traffic light was generated. For traffic lights that were based on the outcome of only one measurement scale, a result which was in the 10–20% most extreme and disadvantageous score range produced an amber traffic light and a result in the 10% most extreme and disadvantageous score range produced a red traffic light. Cut-off scores were set in line with recommendations of Ingraham and Aiken (1996).
4.2. Participants

In 2011, the third group participated in the first round of the web-based traffic-light instrument with automatized and personalized feedback. The students in this group were invited from a limited number of study programs at a Dutch university. This gave us an opportunity to check the website www.implicitiet.eu/trainings/roken/

For UvA/ HvA students it is also possible to talk to a therapist (free of charge) and participate in a guided training www.implicitiet.eu/content/voor-studenten/

You can also make an appointment with your general practitioner for guidance or advice. www.studentenartsen.nl

Satisfaction with your studies
A red traffic light. You are not satisfied with your studies.

The average score is 3.7 on a scale of 1 to 5, whereby 5 is representative of a strong degree of satisfaction. Your score X is below that.

We recommend you explore the reason for that. There could be several reasons. It may be your choice of degree program or a lack of motivation. Perhaps fear of failure has a part in it, or a physical or psychological impairment?

We advise you to talk to the study advisor for your degree program, to find out the best way to help you get your studies back on track! Make use of the facilities the university or university of applied sciences has to offer.

Health psychological/Depression
Your psychological health requires your attention. Based on your answers you would benefit from help. Your score on the scale of depression is X compared to the average of your fellow students 12.7 on a scale of 6 to 30, whereby 6 is representative of the absence of depression. Make sure that you are not alone in coping with the situation, but lean on and seek the support of friends and family or seek help from a counselor if you have not yet done so.

It is wise to discuss the situation with your general practitioner, for example: www.studentenartsen.nl or with a student psychologist.

Addresses in many university/college towns can be found at: www.gezond-studeren.nl

If you decide to deal with this on an individual basis, there is the possibility of doing so online. The following websites contain online training courses, online information and online personal advice by experts:

www.griepjedip.nl/
www.kleurjeleven.nl/

At the moment it is possible to participate (for free) in a training from the ADAPT research group (UvA) that focuses on automatic (impulsive) processes (on the unconscious level). check www.implicitiet.eu/trainings/depressie/

For UvA/ HvA students it is also possible to talk to a therapist (free of charge) and participate in a guided training www.implicitiet.eu/content/voor-studenten/

Figure 2. Examples feedback.
improve the instrument before all the study programs started using it. Advisory services, executive boards, educational and research directors, and student committees, were all informed about the project, its goals and the project results (newsletters). The total number of students that eventually took part was 3881. Students from an adequately varied group of study programs participated to ensure that the data collated could be generalized to a larger spectrum of university students (Science, Medicine, Dentistry, Pedagogics, Educational Sciences, Philosophy, Art, Religious and Cultural Sciences, Communication Science, Economics and Health Sciences). The average response rate from these study programs was 9%.

The study program with the highest response rate (20%) used several channels (e.g. intranet messages, newsletters, flyers) to inform their students about the project, including three emails. Not all study programs, however, followed this procedure, so we anticipated that we would have lower response rates as a consequence. When students were approached by their study programs, instead of some central body of the university, they demonstrated very high percentages (95%) of reach (almost no dropouts in filling out the complete questionnaire) (Steckler & Linnan, 2002).

The website was also open to other Dutch students from other universities, who could participate spontaneously, thereby enlarging the potential of the instrument to make a contribution to the health of the student population. This also brought the total number of respondents up to 4009 and increased the generalizability of the data. Thirty percent of the students were male and 70% female. Their mean age was 22.80 years (SD = 4.33). Twenty-eight percent were first-year students, 58% were bachelor students, 13% were master students and 1% were final-year medical students. The majority of the students (96%) considered themselves to be Dutch, 50% reported themselves as being in a steady relationship and 77% had some form of employment.

Table 4. Cut-off scores based on Samples 1 and 2 and traffic lights for the web-based instrument.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic lights</th>
<th>Lowest 20%</th>
<th>Highest 20%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General health</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health (risk) behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol (ab)use</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug (ab)use</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet addiction</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buying addiction</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student health (risk) behavior (general)</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction with study</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of student life</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-regulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer pressure lifestyle self-efficacy</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective coping</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement coping</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance coping R</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation and goals: study</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation and goals: social</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation and goals: financial</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation and goals: career</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation and goals: health</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: R reverse coded.
Forty-five percent of the students reported that they lived with their parents or family, 22% with peers, 18% alone and 14% with a partner.

On average the rate of completed questionnaires was 62%, with the majority of respondents rating the usability of the questionnaire as reasonable to good (Very good quality 8%, Good quality 51%, Reasonable quality 33%, Bad quality, 6% and Very bad quality 2%). Of those who completed the questionnaire, 74 percent also agreed to take part in the future. The most important reasons for not completing given by a sample of 237 dropouts were: too many questions (36%), some technical error (12%) or no time left (11%).

The percentage of students who received and read their personalized feedback was 38%, while the percentage who completed the additional section of the instrument on the effects of the intervention (intentions and behavioral change with regard to self-regulation, health, health (risk) behavior and quality of life) some three weeks later was 16%. The percentage of students who completed the questionnaire a year later was 10%. The level of non-response was explained, to some extent, by outdated email addresses (caused, in part, by students graduating). Since logging onto the system with anonymous email addresses was encouraged, this non-response level was an accepted risk.

4.3. Analysis and results

4.3.1. Analysis

We examined the frequencies of the identification of health- or student-related problems, and behavioral intentions reported directly after filling out the questionnaire, and, from reading the feedback reported after three weeks. We also examined the frequencies of the behavioral changes caused by the intervention, quality of life improvement stimulated by filling out the questionnaire and quality of life improvement from reading the feedback reported after a year. We used the Pearson chi-square test and Fisher’s two-tailed exact test to assess differences by gender, study phase and living situation (SPSS 20.0, IBM). Generally, a p-value < .05 in the data analyses was considered statistically significant.

4.3.2. Results in general

Directly after completing the questionnaire, 14.6% of students reported that they had identified health- or student-related problems and 16.9% claimed to have different behavioral intentions from filling out the questionnaire. Four percent did not report any such effects, although they reported to have problems.

After three weeks, of the students who filled out the questionnaire and read their feedback, 30.1% reported that they had identified health- or student-related problems, 28.1% reported behavioral intentions and 22.8% behavioral changes after reading the feedback. Nine point one percent reported quality of life improvement from filling out the questionnaire and 8.4% reported quality of life improvement from reading the feedback.

Even after a year, of the students who filled out the questionnaire and read their feedback, 9.7% reported behavioral change from the intervention, 9.1% reported quality of life improvement from filling out the questionnaire and 5.2% reported quality of life improvement from reading the feedback.

4.3.3. Results by gender, study phase and living situation

Our chi-square test revealed that significantly more female students (15.6%) than male students (12.3%) identified health- or student-related problems, $\chi^2(1, N = 2473) = 4.56$, $p = .03$ and...
significantly more female students (18.1%) than male students (14.0%) reported that they had different behavioral intentions after filling in the questionnaire $\chi^2(1, N = 2462) = 6.13, p = .01$. After three weeks we found no significant differences between female and male students (reported identification of health- or student-related problems, behavioral intentions and behavioral change after reading the feedback). Interestingly, we found inverse significant differences between female and male students after a year. Significantly more male students (21.4%) than female students (17.6%) reported behavioral change as a result of filling out the questionnaire $\chi^2(1, N = 300) = 13.25, p = .00$ and significantly more male students (8.4%) than female students (6.5%) reported quality of life improvement as a result of filling out the questionnaire $\chi^2(1, N = 293) = 4.67, p = .03$. Possibly female students anticipated the benefits of the Student Health Check at an earlier stage than male students.

As regards study phase, we found differences regarding identifying health problems from completing the questionnaire and reading the personalized feedback. Significantly more bachelors (including first-year students) (15.6%) than master students (9.5%) identified health- or student-related problems, $\chi^2(1, N = 2402) = 8.04, p = .01$ directly after filling out the questionnaire. We also found that significantly more bachelor students (32.6%) than master students (17.3%) identified health- or student-related problems, $\chi^2(1, N = 640) = 9.73, p = .00$ from reading their personalized feedback. It seems as though the Student Health Check is even more helpful for students who are in their bachelor phase than it is for those in their master phase.

As regards living situation, we found some significant differences between more social living situations and living alone. Significantly more students living alone (39.6%) than students living with peers (28.3%) reported changed behavioral intentions $\chi^2(1, N = 263) = 3.73, p = .05$ and significantly more students living alone (36.0%) than students living with peers (18.4%) reported behavioral change $\chi^2(1, N = 247) = 9.74, p = .00$ after three weeks, from reading their personalized feedback. A possible interpretation is that students living alone profit more from the personalized feedback than students living with peers or a partner, because they already received feedback regarding their health situation from their living partners. The same pattern is found between students living alone and students living with a partner. Significantly more students living alone (39.6%) than students living with a partner (18.8%) reported behavioral intentions $\chi^2(1, N = 180) = 8.51, p = .00$ and significantly more students living alone (36.0%) than students living with a partner (14.1%) reported behavioral change $\chi^2(1, N = 164) = 9.43, p = .00$ after three weeks, from reading their personalized feedback. We also demonstrated a trend between these groups as regards quality of life improvement from the personalized feedback (Fisher’s exact test, $N = 157, p = .071$). More students living alone (14.4%) than students living with a partner (5.0%) reported quality of life improvement from reading their personalized feedback. No similar differences were shown immediately after filling out the Student Health Check or after a year.

5. Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, we have developed the first valid and reliable preventative web-based self-regulation instrument for the promotion of student health which considers the totality of student life (health, health (risk) behavior, quality of life, and satisfaction with study) rather than simply study-related factors (Vaez et al., 2010; Verouden et al., 2010) or health (risk) behavioral factors (Nooijer et al., 2008). The advantage of our instrument is that it is quite complete and contains many themes relevant to students. Apart from giving a snapshot of the student’s life status quo, the instrument points them to blind spots that they may have been unaware of. Students are often hesitant about seeking help for their physical and/or mental health problems and by doing so they risk their health status deteriorating (with repercussions on academic
performance). The strength of this instrument is that it enables health (-related) problems to be detected by the student at an early stage and enabling them to take action themselves, without the immediate personal intervention of a professional.

We demonstrated (Study II) that self-regulation in students has a positive effect on health, through problem-solving behavior (including avoiding health (risk) behavior) and improving quality of life. Furthermore, a substantial number of students (Study III) reported effects from completing the self-regulation instrument. Apart from the early recognition of health(-related) problems in a student’s life, this surveillance instrument could also motivate students to change their health-related behavior based on their personalized feedback. Part of its effect possibly comes from its high-end tailoring, combining a personalized questionnaire with personalized feedback, based on the provision of personalized messages and on measurements tailored to a university students’ population.

Another strength of the instrument is the signaling function on a group level, which enables faculties or study programs to get insight into their student populations’ health status, health (risk) behavior and quality of life. Faculties can monitor the intensity of their study programs and the adequacy of their student support services so that they can safeguard healthy studying.

5.1. Internet as a medium for self-regulation

Research in the past has demonstrated that it is quite difficult to reach and help students with health (-related) problems because they avoid seeking help, so an intervention which uses the Internet is a promising choice. A preventative web-based self-regulation instrument satisfies the students’ desire to try and help themselves before seeking out professional support. Bandura (2005, p. 250) points to the fact that ‘people at risk for certain health problems typically ignore preventive or remedial health services’, but interactive technological advances now have potential to overcome this attitude and interventions using the Internet have potential to improve health-related knowledge, attitudes, intentions and behavior (Portnoy, Scott-Sheldon, Johnson, & Carey, 2008).

As the Internet is anonymous (compared to face-to face, post and telephone surveys), it is a suitable medium for collecting information about risky health behavior that is normally influenced by social desirability (Pealer, Weiler, Pigg, Miller, & Dorman, 2001). From previous studies, it appears that students are quite willing to complete questionnaires about their health status (Bewick et al., 2008; Boot et al., 2007).

5.2. Study limitations

There are several limitations to the project. First, its representativeness may be endangered if preventative web-based self-regulation instruments for promoting student health prove more attractive to students with health (-related) problems. This may cause an overestimation of the number of problems in the overall student population to be made. On the other hand, there is also a chance that students who have major health (-related) problems do not participate or dropout early because of their perception of it as a threatening experience. The fact that approximately three out of the four students responding were female is a well-known phenomenon with regard to health issues. Currently, in the Netherlands, the distribution of the sexes in higher education is about 50/50 (Ministerie van Onderwijs, Cultuur & Wetenschap, n.d.). Further tailoring of the self-regulation instrument to manage this gender bias should be done, wherever necessary.

Second, as we do not have any data from clinical and non-clinical student populations with which to make comparisons, specificity and sensitivity cannot be calculated at this stage. We do not pretend to provide students with a diagnosis or make statements about abnormality
though. In their feedback, students are told their exact scores, what the average student scores are and in which range their scores are (e.g. 10% upper or 10–20% upper). In the near future a study could be made in which the Student Health Check outcomes of normal and clinical student populations are compared and cut-off scores adapted accordingly.

Third, the research model needs to be tested longitudinally, so that the plausibility of the existence of the causal relationships between self-regulation, quality of life and health outcomes can be examined at more depth. Some students filled out the instrument more than once, sometimes a month or a couple of months apart, suggesting that a number of students are motivated to monitor their health, health (risk) behavior and quality of life on a regular basis.

Fourth, although the instrument follows recommended guidelines about its accessibility, usability and recruitment of participants, (Hallett, Maycock, Kypri, Howat, & Mcmanus, 2009; Morrison et al., 2013) it is rather long. For the group of students who had a major health (-related) problem, the length of the instrument may have proved too much of a burden. However, if being able to provide personalized, tailored and extensive feedback is a principal goal, then a lengthy questionnaire that collects all the necessary personal information to create this feedback is inevitable.

During the whole process of self-regulation (filling out the questionnaire, reading the extensive feedback and reporting on effects) too many students give up. Several initiatives to encourage students to complete the entire self-regulation process include: having more extensive information up front about what the goal is (preferably from tutors, study advisors, counselors and professors), being clear about the questionnaire’s length, offering advice in case of technical errors, and delivering inspiring messages and information about the respondent’s progress during the questionnaire’s completion. Another solution would be to rotate the topics over several years so that there was only a limited number each year.

Fifth, we did not opt for a randomized controlled trial during this stage of the project. Our first aim was to develop a valid instrument with personalized feedback, capture the attention of university students and personnel and test its usability and practicality. The next step might be to conduct a randomized controlled trial to demonstrate the effectiveness of the instrument, a trial which includes tracking down students’ routes to health professionals via the links provided in the feedback.

5.3. Research implications

The group of students who completed the effectiveness evaluation after three weeks and then again after a year, indicated that students benefited from the self-regulation process in that it enabled them to: (1) identify health- and other student life-related complaints and from the personalized feedback (2) stay motivated to change their health-related behavior. More extensive analyses are necessary to identify the relationship between parts of the self-regulation process and specific improvements in health- and student-related problems.

Further study is also necessary to determine whether the personalized feedback is being delivered with visual and reading materials that are effective. Thus, future research may be helpful to optimize the personalized feedback messages. For example, various effects have been demonstrated on students’ health (risk) behavior using texts formulated in terms of gains or losses (e.g. regarding physical exercise, using sunscreen) and positive or negative images (e.g. a healthy person, a sick person) (Detweiler, Bedell, Salovey, Rothman, & Pronin, 1999; Rothman, Kelly, Hertel, & Salovey, 2003; Werch, 2007). Extra attention also has to be given to the online presentation and promotional activities to better capture and hold the attention of the target group, in this case, students in higher education (Mesters et al., 2010).
5.4. **Practical implications**

This instrument provides students with a fairly complete overview of their health-related quality of life. Student participation can be made a student facility/service that contributes to students’ health and quality of life. In addition to the high accessibility and speed of an e-instrument and the confidentiality it offers, an Internet-based intervention becomes financially attractive after the initial financial investments have been made. This is an important factor given the increased stress levels that students face and the lower budgets for guidance and counseling services that universities currently have (Chiauzzi et al., 2008). The fact that self-assessment and motivational feedback can be used with other services (such as guidance and counseling) (Chiauzzi et al., 2008), and that the information can be easily updated with new materials and developments, make the instrument even more advantageous. Students often start seeking help for emotional problems on the Internet during high school and then combine this with other sources of help (Gould, Munfakh, Lubell, Kleinman, & Parker, 2002).

The instrument could focus even more upon bachelor students and students living alone, as these groups appear to benefit proportionately more from its use. Finally, this instrument serves as an example of a possible intervention for various patient groups who do not seek help easily, thereby supporting consumer empowerment. These groups could include patients with mental health or other problems concerning sensitive subjects (e.g. sexual problems, reproductive problems, suicidal thoughts). Reaching out to these groups could be effected through various communication channels such as GP’s websites, health-care facilities and social media.
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